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**BRIEF SUMMARY**
Moe has lost his broad sword, The Sword of Okar, to the evil Zurock in a house raid. Moe must now hunt down Zurock and his evil Goblin minions to regain his almighty weapon. Moe must enter Zurock’s Castle and use every crevice to sneak his way past each goblin. In doing so, Moe has the ability to either tranquilize or reverse the enemy’s movement with a few shots from his sling shot. Once getting through every room, Moe will regain the Sword of Okar and begin battle with Zurock. That is, if you can…

**Control Layout on Keyboard**
Up Arrow: Moves Moe Up
Down Arrow: Moves Moe Down
Left Arrow: Moves Moe Left
Right Arrow: Moves Moe Right
X: Black Rock - Tranquilizes Enemy using Sling Shot
Z: Blue Rock - Reverses the Enemy’s movement
C: Sword Attack
ESC: Exit Game

**GOAL OBJECTIVE**
The goal of Moe’s Wacky Adventure is to be able to go through each maze and enter the next in search of the Sword of Okar. Moe must dodge every goblin or use his sling shot to get by. Moe must regain his Sword of Okar and defeat Zurock. Will you prevail over evil?

**BACKSTORY**
Moe’s Wacky Adventure starts off in the peaceful town of Okar. Moe spends his days studying the martial arts and perfecting his weaponry mastery. His most prized possession is the Sword of Okar, which has the power to wipe out evil in a single swipe. However Moe is ignorant of the power that this sword possesses. Yet this power has been
sought after for years by the evil Lord Zurock who resides in the Okari Mountains that overlook Okar.

One night, Moe forgets his 3rd year anniversary with Megan due to his intense training. She forces him to sleep on the couch, away from her and his sword. Around the same time, Lord Zurock, who has been waiting for such an opportunity, sends in his Goblin followers to abduct the sword. As the Goblins break in, Megan wakes up to find her room being stormed. Moe, on the couch still, sleeps through this entire ordeal due to a long day of training. Megan grabs hold of the sword and refuses to let go, and tries to fight them off. However the Goblins surrounded her and took her and the sword back up the mountains to Zurock.

When Moe awakes he finds his house raided, Megan was missing, and his sword was nowhere to be found. He notices slimy footprints all over the house, footprints that could only belong to the slimy minions of Lord Zurock. He knows that he must set out on journey to the Okari Mountains to save his two loves, his sword and girlfriend… but mainly his sword.